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We consider properties of classes of functions and distributions which are characterized by various smoothness and differentiability conditions. Similar classes have been studied by many investigators in recent years. Those papers touching most closely on the results given here are cited throughout this announcement. Special attention, however, is directed to the thorough list of references given recently by Nikolskiï in [9] .
Our methods are analogous to those of Hardy and Littlewood in their study of analytic and harmonic functions in the unit disc (see [ó] ) extended to the w-dimensional nonperiodic case by consideration of "Poisson integrals" of tempered distributions in the same spirit as Stein and Weiss [ll], and Stein [lO] .
We shall consistently denote by x and h elements of E ni and by y elements of the positive real axis. By L p (E n ) = L p we mean the normed linear space of measurable functions f(x) for which the norm ll/(*)IU = Il/Il* = [ f l/(*)N*"P is finite (1 ^ p < <x>). Using | I/O*) 11 * = ess sup |/(*) | ,
analogously. We also need notation for some mixed norms. Suppose f(x 9 h) is measurable in x and h. Then define ||/(*, *)||i» = ess sup ||/(*, h)\\ 9 . [3] ). For each q< 00, A (a; £, #) is a subspace of the so-called little Lipschitz spaces X£ of [13] . We also show that A(ce; p, p) is the IF£ space of Soboleff for nonintegral a > 0 and is the Besov space Bp* for all a ^ 0. For more historical details and connections with the spaces of Nikolskiï, Slobedetsky, Solonnikov, Gagliardo, Aronszajn and others see Nikolskifs recent survey [9] and the introduction to [12] . The precise connections are spelled out in the theorems below together with the fact that W% is L pa for non-negative integers a and 1<£<00.
THEOREM 2. Let fix) (EL P , 1 Sp Û °°, andf(x, y) be its Poisson integral. Define for a fixed q, 1 g g g 00 :
^-Il I *!-[ƒ(* +*)-/(*)llU Let 3D be the set of indefinitely differentiate functions on E n with compact support, C 0 the set of continuous functions which vanish at "infinity," and e 0^= {/:/=Jfy, 4>Ge 0 }. The "if" part of parts (a) and (b) of the following theorem extends a result of Hirschman's (see [7] ). THEOREM 
Let a be real Ifl<p<*> (a) L pa CA(ce; p, q) if and only if max [p, 2 ] ^q g 00, (b) A (a; p, q)(ZL pa if and only if l^g^minf^, 2].

Wftew Jfte inclusion is valid, the inclusion map is continuous.
NOTE. From Theorem 6 it follows that A(a; 2, 2)=L 2a , which result was obtained by Aronszajn and Smith [l] .
Let R be a subspace of E n . If ƒ(#) is a function defined on E n and the Poisson integral f(x, y) of ƒ(#) converges in some L p norm (1 èpû °°) on i£ to a function g(x), then we define ƒ|i2(#) = g(#) for xÇzR. It is clear that such a function is unique up to a set of measure zero in R. Suppose an image of Ek (0 S k ^ w) is embedded as a linear subspace of E n . We call this subspace again Ek. THEOREM 7. (a) /ƒƒ(*) GA (a; ƒ>, g; £»), P = a-n/p+k/r>0, r^p, then ƒ I # fc (#) is defined and is in A(/3; r, g; E*).
(b) If /£A(a; £, g; E*), p=a -k/p+n/r>0, r^p, then there exists g(x)GA(j8; r, g; -En) weft that g\ Ek (x) =ƒ(*).
The restriction and embedding maps thus defined are continuous.
For results of a similar nature see [l] and [9] . Theorems 1-7 also hold in the periodic case with appropriate modifications resulting from the compactness of the fundamental torus, In the periodic case we consider functions and distributions defined on the "fundamental torus" T n of E n , that is, the set of points xÇzE n such that -l/2<Xi^l/2,
, an w-vector with integer components). f(x) is extended to a periodic function in E n by defining f(x+k) =f(x) for all xG£« and all lattice points kÇzE n . The theorems mentioned above then extend to the periodic case by "periodizing" the kernels defining the Poisson integral and Bessel potential of a function. (See Calderon and Zygmund [5] for a discussion of this approach of proving periodic versions of a theorem by "periodizing" the results for the general case.)
We state now a theorem whose main interest lies in the case p = 1, oo, the result for Kp < <*> following from well-known results that singular integral operators of the type to be described are bounded operators from L p into itself for 1 <p< oo. (See [5] .) Let x' = x/\x\ for x£E n . K(x) = 0(x')/|x| n where fx^(x f )dx f = 0 (2 is the unit of sphere of E n ), and letting co(0 be the rectified modulus of continuity of £2(a/) on S (i.e., oe(t) =supo<u-ri^< ;8 ,res | Q(s) -Q(r) | ) we suppose that Jlo){t)fHt is finite.
Let K*(x) be the peroidization of K(x) in the sense of [5] and define 
